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The biogeochemical cycles of mercury in the Arctic springtime have been intensively investigated due to 
mercury being rapidly removed from the atmosphere. However, the behavior of mercury in the Arctic 
summertime is still poorly understood. Here we report the characteristics of total gaseous mercury 
(TGM) concentrations through the central Arctic Ocean from July to September, 2012. The TGM 
concentrations varied considerably (from 0.15 ng/m3 to 4.58 ng/m3), and displayed a normal 
distribution with an average of 1.23 ±  0.61 ng/m3. The highest frequency range was 1.0-1.5 ng/m3, 
lower than previously reported background values in the Northern Hemisphere. Inhomogeneous 
distributions were observed over the Arctic Ocean due to the effect of sea ice melt and/or runoff. A 
lower level of TGM was found in July than in September, potentially because ocean emission was 
outweighed by chemical loss.

A tmospheric mercury is an atmospheric pollutant with two main sources: anthropogenic and natural. 
Commonly, anthropogenic sources include coal combustion, waste incineration, metal smelting, refining 
and manufacturing, and gold mining. Natural sources include emissions from oceans, surface soils, water 

bodies (both fresh and salty water), vegetation surfaces, wild fires, crustal out-gassing, volcanoes, and geothermal 
sources1,2. Due to its relatively high vapor pressure, low solubility and relatively long atmospheric residence time 
(about 1 year), mercury can be globally transported3, even to remote areas such as the Arctic4 and Antarctica5. 
During its long-range transport, gaseous elemental mercury can deposit on surfaces through both wet and dry 
processes acting on Hg(II) and Hg(p) species1. Once deposited into the environment, inorganic mercury species 
are likely to convert into highly toxic methyl mercury (MeHg) species, which are then enriched in the aquatic food 
chain and may pose threats to human health eventually1.

At present, the seasonality of atmospheric mercury based on the long term site observation is obvious in 
the Arctic. The pattern of variability for atmospheric mercury in the Arctic area presented the spring 
minimum and summer maximum6,7. During the polar spring, the depletion of Hg° correlated with the loss 
of 0 38. This depletion event was initiated by halogen species originating from sea salt linked to sea ice9 or 
snow on the sea ice10 after polar sunrise in the Arctic springtime11. The deposited mercury in the Arctic can 
undergo both reduction and oxidation processes in the snow and some may be re-emitted to the atmo
sphere12. However, the variable characteristics of atmospheric mercury in the Arctic summer, especially over 
the Arctic Ocean, are poorly understood. It is known that oceans play an important role in the cycle of global 
mercury because they can serve as sources or sinks for atmospheric mercury through air-sea exchange13,14. 
Modeling work showed that the maximum mercury in Arctic summer may be driven by river sources based 
upon a few site observations15. The Beringia 2005 expedition over the Arctic Ocean in the Northwest passage 
presented a rapid increase of mercury in air when entering the ice-covered waters4. As the Arctic Ocean has 
undergone a shift in decreasing sea ice extent in summer, the effect of this shift on the cycle of atmospheric 
mercury remains unknown.

During the 5th Chinese National Arctic Research Expedition (CHINARE 2012), the Chinese vessel Xuelong 
passed through the Northeast Passage and the central Arctic Ocean. Moreover, in CHINARE 2010 Xuelong 
cruised the same track in the Chukchi Sea. This provides opportunity to investigate the spatial and temporal 
distribution of atmospheric mercury over the Arctic Ocean and to examine the complex interrelations.
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Figure 1 I Spatial distribution of TGM in air (ng/m3) along the cruise paths during CHINARE 2012(a) and 2010(b), respectively, generated by 
Ocean Data View 4.0. The cruise dates were UTC time. The dashed line without color means the period without data. Base map is from Ocean Data View

Results
General observation. Figure 1 shows the TGM concentrations in the 
marine boundary layer (MBL) during both CHINARE 2012 and 
CHINARE 2010 along the cruise paths. During CHINARE 2012, 
the cruise started on July 18th in the Chukchi Sea, passed through 
the Northeast Passage, arrived at lee Island, then returned to the 
Chukchi Sea on September 8th through the central Arctic. The 
instrument was turned off when the ship passed through the 
Northeast Passage near the Russia coast due to political reasons. 
The TGM concentrations for the sites around the lee Island but 
outside the Arctic Ocean were not considered in this study. The 
instrument was also turned off over the Greenland Sea due to the 
carrier gas for instrument being exhausted. Details of the cruise legs 
during CHINARE 2012 are shown in Table SI. For CHINARE 2010, 
the cruise started on July 20th in the Chukchi Sea, reached the central 
Arctic Ocean and then returned to the Chukchi Sea on August 31th. 
For CHINARE 2012, the concentrations varied considerably from 
0.15 ng/m3 to 4.58 ng/m3, with an average of 1.23 ±  0.61 ng/m3 
(median: 1.15 ng/m3). The average is lower than the reported data 
over the western Arctic Ocean in 2005 (1.72 ±  0.35 ng/m3)4. 
However, it is somewhat higher than the average over the North 
Atlantic Ocean in 2008 (about 1.15 ng/m3) and 2009 (about 
1.12 ng/m3)2. TGM concentrations displayed an inhomogeneous 
distribution over the oceans, similar to the results obtained during 
the expedition of Galathea 3 cruise16, which covered the North 
Atlantic Ocean etc. The spatial distribution of TGM over the 
Arctic Ocean is notably in agreement with the recent observation 
of higher Hg in biota in the western Arctic than in the east17,18. The 
frequency distribution of TGM concentrations is given in Figure 2a, 
and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test suggested a normal distribution 
(P <  0.001). The highest frequency is in the range from 1.0 to 1.5 ng/ 
m3.

For CHINARE 2010, the TGM concentrations ranged from 0.73 to 
4.78 ng/m3, with an average of 1.81 ± 0.45 ng/m3 (median: 1.72 ng/ 
m3). Again, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test suggested a normal TGM 
distribution (P <  0.001). The highest frequency range was 1.6- 
1.8 ng/m3 (Figure 2b). Approximately 30% data were below 
1.5 ng/m3 during CHINARE 2010, while the frequency increased

up to approximately 80% during CHINARE 2012. It implies that 
many observations over the Arctic Ocean fell outside of the range 
of earlier reported background value (1.5-1.7 ng/m3) in the 
Northern Hemisphere19.

Regional characteristics. As shown in Figure 3 a and Figure 3b, TGM 
concentrations show different characteristics at different locations 
along the cruises. To better interpret the data we divided the cruises 
into several geographical legs. During CHINARE 2010, the cruise in 
the Chukchi Sea was named CS7-2010 (Chukchi Sea in July) and 
CS8-2010 (Chukchi Sea in August), respectively. During CHINARE 
2012 the cruise path was divided into 4 legs, namely CS7 (Chukchi 
Sea in July), NS (Norwegian Sea), CAO (central Arctic Ocean) and 
CS9 (Chukchi Sea in September) according to the status of sea ice and 
ocean basin. The TGM concentrations decreased when the ship 
passed NS to CAO, and then abruptly increased in the CAO leg 
(Figure 3a). According to the report of 2012 Chinese Arctic 
Research Expedition, both the NS leg and the beginning of the 
CAO leg were in open water whereas the later part of the CAO leg 
was in an ice-covered region. In the ice-covered region over the CAO 
leg, air pressure and RH increased, while temperature decreased 
(Table SI). TGM abruptly increased when the ship entering the 
ice-covered region (Figure 3a). This phenomenon was also 
observed during CHINARE 2010 (Figure 3b) and the Beringia 
2005 expedition through the Northwest passage of the Arctic 
Ocean4 and the Atlantic Ocean20. For the NS leg, the average TGM 
value was 0.81 ±  0.26 ng/m3, which was relatively low compared to 
the other oceans (see Table SI). Near the leg NS, low TGM 
(approximately 1.1 ng/m3), was also observed over the northern 
Atlantic Ocean in 2008 and 20092. For the legs CS7 and CS9, TGM 
of CS7 (1.17 ± 0.38 ng/m3) was obviously lower than that of CS9 
(1.51 ± 0.79 ng/m3). This was different from the land based 
observation around the Arctic Ocean, where a decreasing trend 
from July to September was reported15. Measurements of TGM 
over the Chukchi Sea were also performed during CHINARE 2010. 
Monthly variations were also found in the 2010 cruise, i.e., the 
average TGM of CS8-2010 (2.22 ±  0.45 ng/m3) was higher than 
that of CS7-2010 (1.60 ±  0.34 ng/m3).
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Figure 2 | Frequency distributions of TGM concentrations during CHINARE 2012(a) and 2010(b).

Discussion
Role of sea ice. Relatively high TGM concentrations were observed 
when the ship passed through the ice-covered region over the CAO 
leg, implying that sea ice may have played an important role on the 
spatial distributions of TGM. It was previously reported that 
relatively high dissolved gaseous mercury (DGM) concentration 
was found under the sea ice21. During the summer of 2012, the 
Arctic sea ice area decreased to a new record low22, and therefore 
may have enhanced the air-sea exchange. To examine the effect of sea 
ice, time series TGM data were compared with the distribution of 
salinity as ice melting will dilute the salinity of seawater23 (Figure 4a 
and 4b). A statistical analysis yielded a negative correlation between 
TGM and salinity over the ice-covered region (R =  —0.3, P <  
0.0001), confirming that ice melting would enhance TGM concen
trations over this region. It has been reported that a relatively high 
value of mercury was observed in the multiyear ice, especially in the 
topmost layer and the bottom ice layer24. As sea ice starts to melt, 
mercury in the ice is released into seawater. The reemission of mer
cury to the atmosphere can be triggered by sunlight when snow or ice 
melts25. In addition, the primary production of microorganisms may 
control inorganic mercury reduction in the surface water26, acting as 
a potential source for the atmospheric mercury. Sea ice is a physical 
barrier to delay the evasion of DGM from the ocean to the 
atmosphere4. When a ship breaks sea ice, gaseous mercury can be 
emitted into the atmosphere. It is noted that the Chukchi Sea in July 
and August was covered with floating sea ice during CHINARE 2010. 
It has been reported that the Chukchi Sea was mainly influenced by 
the ice-melting water during this period (Table S2). Changes in sea 
ice from July to September also indicated that the melting sea ice in 
both legs CS7 and CS8 was mainly first-year ice (Figure S2). 
Therefore, the melting of sea ice cannot explain the differences of 
TGM concentrations in legs CS8-2010 and CS7-2010. Other 
potential factors are further discussed below.

Role of runoff. While sea ice melting may affect TGM concen
trations, simulations suggested that runoff may be the dominant 
source of mercury to the Arctic Ocean in summer15. Although 
both sea ice melting and/or river runoff can dilute the salinity, 
changes in salinity in the Chukchi Sea would have been controlled 
by runoff as the Chukchi Sea was less ice-covered during the 
sampling period of 2012 (Figure S3). The role of runoff on the 
distribution of TGM includes two aspects: 1) runoff brings a high 
level of mercury27 and hence enhance DGM in seawater; 2) runoff 
brings a high level of DOM which will reduce Hg2+ into gaseous 
mercury28. Changes in TGM, salinity, and CDOM in July, 2012 in 
the Chukchi Sea are shown in Figure 4a, 4b and 4d, respectively. 
TGM concentrations were positively related to CDOM (cf Fig. 4a 
and 4d, data within the red rectangle), but were negatively related to 
salinity (cf Fig. 4a and 4b) and carbon monoxide (CO) (cf Fig. 4a and 
4c). Tow CO concentrations indicated that the high TGM 
concentrations were not influenced by atmospheric anthropogenic 
sources29. Pegau showed that most of the sea ice contained relatively 
low CDOM concentrations30. The relative high CDOM in the 
Chukchi Sea was thus ascribed to the runoff. In fact, it was also 
reported that CDOM from the river runoff dominated the entire 
Western Arctic Ocean31. CDOM represented a significant part of 
the DOM (up to 60%)32, implying that the content of CDOM can 
be used as a proxy of DOM to a certain degree. Many experiments 
showed that Hg2+ reduction is correlated with the DOM content28. 
Mercury reduction by DOM includes two processes. The first was the 
direct reduction of reactive mercury by transferring ligand-metal 
charges33. The second was the photolysis of DOM by forming 
reactive intermediate reductants34. This may explain why TGM 
was observed to increase in corresponding to the enhanced CDOM 
and low salinity in Chukchi Sea (Figure 4a and 4d). However, a 
relatively high CDOM corresponding with low TGM concentra
tions was observed in the Norwegian Sea (Figure 4a and 4d). A
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Figure 3 | Time series of atmospheric mercury concentrations along the cruise paths during CHINARE 2012(a) and 2010(b), respectively. The passage 
through ice-covered region is shaded in blue. The different legs are separated by the black dashed lines. The average TGM over the Chukchi Sea was 
indicated by the red dashed lines.

high salinity with no obvious decreasing trend indicated that this 
region was not impacted by runoff and hence no extra mercury 
was derived from runoff. It has been reported that in the Eurasian 
Basin the surface layer of the Arctic Ocean is mainly dominated by 
Atlantic Ocean35, which maintains the high salinity in the Norwegian 
Sea. Mercury in the north Atlantic Ocean was low36 and there was no 
DGM input from runoff. Therefore, TGM in the NS leg was low.

Role of chemical loss. River runoff cannot explain higher TGM in 
CS9 than in CS7 during CHINARE 2012, and higher TGM in CSS- 
2010 than in CS7-2010 during CHINARE 2010. As the role of runoff 
and/or sea ice melting diminishes or ceases in Mid-August15,37, 
emission of gaseous mercury may decrease accordingly. On the 
other hand, the air masses in September 2012 and August 2010 
over the Chukchi Sea were from the Arctic Ocean rather than the 
continental source (Figure S4, Table SI), implying that long-range 
transport of continental sources is negligible. Consequently, we 
hypothesize that this summer monthly variation over the Chukchi 
Sea (opposite to land observations) may be due to less chemical loss 
from July to September. It is well known that mercury can be rapidly 
oxidized by halogen species after polar sunrise in the Arctic 
springtime11. However, it is still unclear whether there is chemical 
loss in the Arctic summertime. Braking waves and sea spray were 
found to be the source of halogen in the atmosphere38. Sea-salt

bromide can form Br2 and BrCl and then photolyze to produce 
atomic Br and Cl under the daylight38, implying that mercury may 
be oxidized by the halogens and/or other radicals during the Arctic 
summer. As chemical loss processes normally correlate with sunlight 
conditions, the change in sunlight intensity with TGM was 
investigated. As shown in Figure 5, the low TGM was correlated to 
the high sunlight intensity. In addition, the sunlight intensity was 
clearly decreasing from July to September both in 2012 and 2010 (see 
Figure S5a and S5b). Generally, high sunlight intensity will increase 
the boundary layer height and hence TGM may be diluted. However, 
the boundary layer was relatively stable over the surface of the Arctic 
Ocean and the vertical temperature change was minimal from July to 
September39. An inversion layer was observed over the surface Ocean 
during the cruise in 2010 according to the report of 2010 
CHINARE40. The decreasing TGM concentrations from July to 
September thus cannot be explained by the boundary layer height. 
This implicates that chemical loss potentially exists in summer, and 
this loss will decrease from July to September. To further confirm 
whether chemical loss has occurred, changes in both TGM and CO 
were compared. A positive correlation between TGM and CO was 
observed (R =  0.29, P <  0.0001). As shown in Figure 2a and 2c, most 
of CO concentrations were below 150 parts per billion by volume 
(ppbv) and displayed an increasing trend from July to September. 
Because the background CO concentration in remote marine
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Figure 4 | Time series of TGM (a), carbon monoxide (CO) (b)> salinity (c) and colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) (d) along the cruise paths 
during CHINARE 2012. The passage through ice-covered region is shaded in blue.
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Figure 5 | An example of relationship between TGM and sunlight intensity.

environment is mostly below 150 ppbv41,42, such monthly change 1
should reflect CO background change in the Arctic Ocean. In fact, 
our observation of CO is in agreement with a previous report41. CO 
usually has a summer minimum largely due to the chemical oxida- 3
tion by hydroxyl radical OH43 and then increases with decreasing 
oxidation38. As the change in mercury is similar to the destruction of 4
CO by OH radicals, the chemical loss of mercury in summer should 
be further investigated. 5

Experimental Methods 6
The data over the Arctic Ocean were collected on the Chinese Research Vessel (R/V) 
Xuelong  during CHINARE 2010 and CHINARE 2012, respectively. The cruise paths 
for CHINARE 2010 and CHINARE 2012 are shown in Figure la  and lb, respectively. 
Total gaseous mercury (TGM) measurements with 5-min resolution were carried out 
onboard by an automatic M ercury Vapor Analyzer (model 2537B, Tekran Inc., Q
Toronto, Canada). The Tekran analyzer traps mercury from the air by amalgamating 
it on a gold cartridge, and the m ercury is thermally desorbed from the gold cartridge 
and then detected by using cold vapor atomic fluorescence spectroscopy (CVAFS).
The two gold cartridges (‘A’ and ‘B’) in parallel flow path were cycled with one in the 
sampling state and the other in the thermally desorbed state. During the sampling 
period, air flowed at a rate of 1.0 or 1.5 L/min through a 0.45 pm  PTFE filter in the 
front of the inlet to prevent sea salt aerosols. The Tekran instrum ent was autom at
ically recalibrated every 24 h by its internal permeation source. The detection limit is 
lower than 0.1 ng/m 3 in the operation mode. M anual calibrations by using a saturated 
mercury vapor standard injections were m ade before and after the field campaign.
The relative percent differences between autom ated and manual calibrations were less 
than 2%, and the relative differences of the duplicate injections were less than 2%.
M ore details on the m easurement can be found in our previous publication5.

Ancillary data including trace gases, meteorological data and hydrologie data were 
simultaneously measured. Surface level 0 3 mixing ratios were measured continuously 
using an 0 3 analyzer (EC9810A, Australia), which combines microprocessor control 
with ultraviolet (UV) photom etry44,45. It was operated with an integration time of 
three minutes and one m inute during CHINARE 2010 and CHINARE 2012, 
respectively. The detection limit was 0.5 ppb at a sampling rate of 0.5 L/min. Surface 
level CO mixing ratios were analyzed by COEC9830 m onitors at a sampling rate of 
1 L/min. Meteorological/hydrologic and GPS data with ten min-averaged value 
including wind direction, wind speed, air pressure (P), relative hum idity (RH), 
atmospheric tem perature (AT), sunlight intensity, color dissolved organic m atter 
(CDOM), salinity, ship direction and ship speed were obtained from the ship’s 
m onitoring system.

The raw sampling data of TGM, 0 3, CO and meteorological/hydrologic data were 
averaged with a same time base of 10 min. Using the ship as the sampling platform, 
occasional sampling of the plume of the internal engine was inevitable, especially 
when the ship was stopped for other research. The air samples may be potentially 
contaminated with wind direction within a sector of 180° ±  60° relative to the ship’s 
bow and ship speed less than one point five Knot. Some data were excluded based on 
wind direction and the stop point. It was reported that both C O /0 3 >  15 and 0 3 <
8 ppb4 may indicate contam ination by ship emission itself. The screened data for 
CHINARE 2012 were further examined by this criteria. Fortunately, our data fall out 
of this range, implying that the influence of the exhaust from (R/V) Xuelong  was 
minimal.
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